Individualization versus cooperation: The effect of group size on voice individuality
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Abstract
Compared to other species, humans have an unparalleled ability to cooperate with unrelated
individuals (see a. o. McClung et al., 2017). Cooperation, acoustically signalled by convergent
accommodation (see a. o Dragojevic et al., 2016), is facilitated when group members are more
similar. Nevertheless, convergence constraints may arise when interlocutors need to mark their
vocal individuality. Inspired by findings in animal communication showing higher vocal
individuality in larger groups (Pollard & Blumstein, 2011), the focus of this presentation will
on the effect of group size on vocal individualization in human interactions. We will illustrate
the novel data collection method designed to investigate the trade-off between acoustic
convergence and voice individualization in cooperative situations wherein voice recognition is
at stake. We will describe the computational approaches used to quantify between- and withinspeaker acoustic similarity across group sizes (i-Vector PLDA; Principal Component Analysis)
with the results based on automatic features (MFCC) and more traditional acoustic features
relevant for identity processing (e.g., F0, harmonicity, formant dispersion, duration) (see a.o.
Latinus et al. 2013; Nolan et al., 2011). We will also show the effect of individualization vs.
cooperative accommodation on automatic voice discriminability in terms of Equal Error Rate.
Results pointing to vocal convergence in larger groups will be discussed compared to the
opposite trend observed in animal species. Alternative interpretations will be offered that are
based on the role of feedback, the effect of first exposure, and familiarization between speakers’
voices.
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